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A History of Greece from the Earliest Times to the Macedonian Conquest.
By C. W. C. OMAN, M.A., F.8.A. (London : Rivingtons, 1890.)

THIS is the best school history of Greece which has appeared for many a
day. While the style is never heavy, nothing of importance has been
omitted. The interest of the reader never flags except perhaps now and
again in the dreary period after the end of the Peloponnesian war and
the fall of Athens—a period of border fights and political squabbles to
which Grote alone among historians of Greece has been able to impart
any interest. But although Mr. Oman has avoided the Scylla of dullness
he has not plunged into the Charybdis of' anecdotage ' into which the
school historian usually falls. Mr. Oman's book is, moreover, not a mere
summary of larger histories; it gives proof of independent judgment and
it passes beyond earlier books in finding room for the most recent infor-
mation derived from archtBological discoveries. In some cases perhaps
new views are put too sweepingly, in others, it seems to me, Mr. Oman
is too conservative of earlier opinions; but in such matters quot homines
tot sententiae. There is only one serious objection which can be urged
against this newest History of Greece, and that is the lack of due proportion
between its component parts. It is of course true that all historians of
Greece have dwelt at much greater length on some periods of Greek history
than on others, not so much on account of the intrinsic interest of the
time as because chance had preserved better sources of information. But
in a book of little more than 500 pp. it is surely too much to devote 805
to the period before the death of Pericles and from the remainder to give
up quite another hundred pages to the rest of the Peloponnesian war. It is,
I suppose, useless to protest against the practice of historians of Greece
in making Greek history end with the death of Alexander, but Mr. Oman
has gone ft step further and finished his narrative with the death of
Philip. By this the value of the book for the weaker University students,
whose needs the author professes to have had in view, is seriously impaired,
as, in Cambridge at least, some knowledge is required of the history of
the next two hundred yeara about which in this book there is not a word.
Could not Mr. Oman carry on his history in a second volume to 146 B.C.
or later if he pleases, and thereby confer even a greater boon on beginners
in Greek history than he has by the present volume ?

On minor points it would be unfair to lay stress, as the author pleads
difficulty in correcting his proof sheets; but a few which imperatively require
correction in future editions may be mentioned. Would it not be more
accurate in the light of recent investigation to say (p. Cl) that Pheidon
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introduced a foreign standard of weights and measures rather than ' fixed
a new standard' ? On p. 72 there seems to be a confusion between
Ariston (Herod, vi. 63) and Anasandridaa (ib. v. 40), but in neither case did
the ephors compel the king, as is said in the text, to divorce his barren
wife. Nor, if we may judge from periods when the action of the ephorate
canbe studied closely (as in Thucydides v.), was the continuity of the ephors'
policy so uniform as Mr. Oman says. He may be right in scoffing
at the theory which makes Lycurgus a sun-myth, but he ought to have
warned his reader that his authority for the organisation and rapidity of
movement of the Spartan host was a writer of the fifth century B.C. describ-
ing what happened in his own day and therefore not a trustworthy witness
for the earliest period. The statement (p. 72) about the action of the ephors
who accompanied the king to war is slightly misleading, for though ' his
authority was under their supervision' in the sense that they observed
carefully all that was done, yet we are expressly told that they never
actively interfered unless the king asked them to do so. During the
campaign the king had certainly absolute command and power over life
and death. The account of the Heliastic courts (p. 154) is not in all respects
quite satisfactory. While identifying the members of these courts with the
publio assembly, Mr. Oman goes on to say that after a time six thousand
were chosen by lot from the Helisa. Granting that there may have
been at Eome time the definite number of six thousand dicasts, which is
far from probable, this must surely belong to the earlier rather than to
the later period, for Harpokration says that all citizens who chose to
give in their names to the archons took the dicasts' oath annually to
observe justice and impartiality in their judgments.

Some ambiguities have been left, obviously from the desire to compress
the narrative as far as possible. Thus the beginner might be led to
suppose (p. 156) that after the board of Strategi became important the,
Polemarch was nothing else but a ' mere honorary colleague and president
of the Strategi,' instead of being also an important legal official. It was
not Brasidas who commanded the Spartan fleet at Pylos (p. 824), but, as
Thucydides distinctly says (iy. llj.Thrasymelidas. Thenarrative (pp. 827-8)
is hardly fair to Cleon, who, so far as we know, had no grudge against Denuv
sthenes. Cleon did not say that if he had been in Demosthenes' place he
would have captured the Spartans, but that if he had been in the place of
Nicias and the other Strategi he would have sailed to Pylos and done it
(Thuc. iv. 27). Demosthenes had no official position, not being a-member
of the board of Strategi that year (Thuc. iv. 2). The author seems
to have misunderstood Thucydides' remark (v. 48) about the age of
Alcibiades at the time when he began to agitate for the Argive alliance
(p. 844). The point is not that Alcibiades was too young to be a politician
in any other state—for no Greek state was likely to exclude a man of
thirty years of age from being that—but that, as was said of William
Pitt, he was very joung to be the head of a party. In the account of
the results of the battlo of Cyzicus (p. 892) somo reference might have
been made to Bergk's correction of the famous ippn ra raXu into K&KU,
for I cannot but think that the last phraso a Spartan would have used in
writing home would be ' Our fortune and honour are gone.' On the other
hand,' the ships are lost' is the sort of blunt statement which the matter-
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of-fact lieutenant was likely to submit to the as matter-of-fact ephors.
I wish historians of Greece would explain why, when'Philip reached
Elateia, the Athenian populace burnt the wicker booths—if booths the
yipiui were—in the market-place (p. '514), a proceeding which in the
neighbourhood of important and valuable buildings was scarcely prudent
and which could hardly have increased the comfort of the council as they
stumbled through the ashes and cinders from the council chamber to the
Pnyi.

There are a good many misplaced accents, as vpa&rot (p. 67), iprijuafia
(p. 158 n.), vavm-oc (p. 178), fiiavv (p. 258) and a few misprints in proper
names, as Cfocion (p. G6) Pausanius (p. 410). ' The constitution of
the colonies were often unstable' (p. 92), and the use of ' like' for ' as '
(p. 485) are obviously oversights. The quantities of difficult words are
marked, but I am afraid Perrhaebean (p. 835) and Dascylium (p. 428),
neither of which names appears in the index, must rank with Eudamua
and Stephanas of famous memory. I hope the enumeration of these
minute slips will lead no one to suppose that the execution of the book
is careless. That is not the case, but of all booka a school book most
requires to be perfect in small details, and if the work as a whole had not
been excellent it would not have been worth while to point out such
trifling imperfections. P. GILES.

QuelUnuntersuchungen zur Ge$ch,ichte des Kaisers Hadrian nebst einem
Anhange iXber das monumentum Ancyranum und die kaiserlichen
Autobiographien. Von Dr. J. PLBW. (Strassburg: K. J. Triibner.
1890.)

THIS investigation of the original sources for the reign of Hadrian is
divided into five chapters which treat respectively of (1) Hadrian's auto-
biography, (2) the sources of Spartianus's life of Hadrian, (8) the value of
Dio'Caasius for this period, (4) the sources for Hadrian's military re-
organisation, (5) Dio and Apollodoras, this last chapter dealing with the
statements of Dio concerning the relations which existed between Apollo-
dorus,Hadrian's famous architect andauthorof a work entitled IIo\eop«-/jru.<4,
and his imperial master. The discussion of these five topics occupies
07 pages of the pamphlet, and the remaining twenty-four' are taken up
with an appendix in which the purpose of the monumentum Ancyranum
is elaborately investigated. According to Dr. Plew, that purpose was the
same as that which inspired other emperors, Hadrian amongst them, to
write their' autobiographies; these works originated in a desire to justify
their political action before the empire at large. Hence emperors'
memoirs, and the memoirs of their relatives, as Agrippina, are not to
be looked upon as impartial narratives of the events of the period.
The appendix is more interesting than the body of the pamphlet, the longest
chapters of which (2 and 4) are' somewhat polemical, but by no means
so lively as polemical controversy sometimes • is. The dividing up of an
author into his original sources upon almost purely a priori grounds is
perhaps depressing; at any rate Dr. PJew has not struggled successfully
with the dreariness'of his task, although this is the third essay he has
made in the same field—the sources from which the Scriptores Historiae
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